An accurate and inexpensive color-based assay for detecting severe anemia in a limited-resource setting
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Abstract

Severe anemia is an important cause of morbidity and mortality among children in resource-poor settings, but laboratory diagnostics are often limited in these locations. To address this need, we developed a simple, inexpensive, and color-based point-of-care (POC) assay to detect severe anemia. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of this novel POC assay to detect moderate and severe anemia in a limited-resource setting. The study was a cross-sectional study conducted on children with sickle cell anemia in Luanda, Angola. The hemoglobin concentrations obtained by the POC assay were compared to reference values measured by a calibrated automated hematology analyzer. A total of 86 samples were analyzed (mean hemoglobin concentration 6.6 g/dL). There was a strong correlation between the hemoglobin concentrations obtained by the POC assay and reference values obtained from an automated hematology analyzer (r=0.88, P<0.0001). The POC assay demonstrated excellent reproducibility (r=0.93, P<0.0001) and the reagents appeared to be durable in a tropical setting (r=0.93, P<0.0001). For the detection of severe anemia that may require blood transfusion (hemoglobin <5 g/dL), the POC assay had sensitivity of 88.9% and specificity of 98.7%. These data demonstrate that an inexpensive (<$0.25 USD) POC assay accurately estimates low hemoglobin concentrations and has the potential to become a transformational diagnostic tool for severe anemia in limited-resource settings.

Introduction

Anemia is one of the most common causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide, disproportionately affecting persons from limited-resource settings. An estimated 1.62 billion people are affected by anemia globally, with a prevalence of 9% among persons in high-resource countries versus 43% prevalence in limited resource countries. Overall, the estimated global prevalence of anemia is 32.9%, causing 68.36 million years lived with...
disability [1,2]. The most commonly affected populations are pregnant women and children under five years of age.

Severe anemia, defined by World Health Organization (WHO) as hemoglobin <7 g/dL for pregnant women and children under five years of age, most commonly results from acute malaria or complications of hemoglobin disorders such as sickle cell anemia. Severe anemia is associated with significant morbidity and mortality, largely due to limited blood supply for transfusions in limited-resource settings. In sub-Saharan Africa, only 20–50% of blood requirements are fulfilled by the current donor blood supply [3], which results in rationing of available blood, and difficult decisions about which patients with what hemoglobin concentrations should receive a transfusion.

Anemia causing so much morbidity and mortality is often undiagnosed, misdiagnosed, or diagnosed too late to make a meaningful intervention. To diagnose and treat severe anemia appropriately, a reliable, rapid, and cost-effective means by which to measure the hemoglobin concentration accurately is needed. Many limited-resource settings do not have access to advanced laboratory equipment, such as automated hematology analyzers that are used routinely in high resource settings to obtain complete blood counts, including hemoglobin measurement, so instead rely on signs and symptoms of anemia. The WHO Integrated Management of Childhood Illness manual recommends the clinical assessment of anemia in children using simply palmar and conjunctival pallor [4,5]. However, the clinical assessment of anemia has been demonstrated to have highly variable sensitivity and specificity [6]. Despite the recognition by WHO that a low-cost, inexpensive, and reliable measure of hemoglobin is urgently needed, such an assay has yet to reach the countries where the need is the greatest [7,8]. Recently, with significant advancements in biotechnology and bioengineering, several point-of-care (POC) assays for the measurement of hemoglobin concentration have been developed [9–12], but none have become widely utilized in resource-poor settings where they are most urgently needed.

Recently, we developed a rapid and inexpensive visual, color-based POC assay to identify mild-to-moderate anemia, a common and important clinical diagnosis in developed countries. This POC assay was both sensitive and specific for detecting this degree of anemia and correlated well with hemoglobin results from a standard hematology analyzer [9]. The limits of hemoglobin detection for this prototype platform are 7.2–16.3 g/dL, representing mild-to-moderate anemia. However, in limited-resource settings where nearly half of the population may be anemic and severe, life-threatening anemia is common, it is more important to accurately identify a hemoglobin concentration less than 7 g/dL, for which a blood transfusion may be urgently required. The chemical formulation of this initial assay was thus modified to “shift” the color scale leftward, to identify clinically important degrees of severe anemia, more frequently found in limited-resource settings. In this report, we describe the accuracy and practical application of this “shifted” visual, color-based POC hemoglobin assay in the limited-resource setting of a large pediatric sickle cell clinic in Luanda, Angola.
Methods

Development of point-of-care assay

The previously described visual, color-based assay relies upon the reaction between hemoglobin, hydrogen peroxide, and 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), in which hemoglobin catalyzes a redox reaction between TMB and hydrogen peroxide, leading to oxidized TMB products that can be visually differentiated based on color [9,13–16]. In the presence of a small concentration of hemoglobin, TMB reacts to form a single-electron product that is blue in color. In the presence of a slightly higher concentration of hemoglobin, the reaction results in a two-electron product with a yellow color; values between these concentrations are bluish green. In the presence of an excess concentration of hemoglobin, the yellow color of the two-electron product and the red color of hemoglobin results in an orange color; with higher hemoglobin concentrations it becomes red. The initial assay was developed to detect hemoglobin concentrations ranging from 7.2–16.3 g/dL. In order to detect more severe and clinically relevant degrees of anemia often found in limited-resource settings, the assay was modified to detect hemoglobin concentrations ranging from 2.5–9.1 g/dL by altering the reagent concentrations. As the initial prototype is seeking FDA-approval, the specific details of the chemical formulation of the assay remain proprietary at this time. Figure 1 demonstrates the colors associated with the clinical spectrum of moderate to severe anemia used for the modified assay [9].

Study design

In order to evaluate the “real world” accuracy of this novel POC assay in a limited-resource setting, this cross-sectional study was conducted on Angolan children with sickle cell anemia who receive care at Hospital Pediátrico David Bernardino (HPDB) in Luanda, Angola. HPDB is a large, public pediatric hospital with a high-volume outpatient sickle cell clinic that averages more than 100 outpatient visits per day. Research participants included children with sickle cell anemia having blood drawn for a routine hemoglobin determination as part of their clinic visit. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee at HPDB and by the Institutional Review Board at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center. For samples that were collected at the point-of-care, written, informed consent was obtained from the parent or legal guardian in Portuguese.

The primary aim of the study was to investigate the accuracy of hemoglobin determination by the POC assay, when compared to the local standard of care spectrophotometer and a reference automated hematology analyzer. At HPDB, capillary blood is routinely collected for hemoglobin determination by spectrophotometry (BTS-350, Biosystems S.A., Barcelona, Spain). Complete blood counts obtained by the Sysmex KX-21N™ hematology analyzer (Sysmex Corporation, Kobe, Japan) are reserved for acutely ill patients or when the screening hemoglobin value is below 5 g/dL. The Sysmex hemoglobin value was used as the reference value, i.e., the “gold standard” for the purposes of comparison. The study utilized both samples obtained at the point-of-care and leftover blood samples in order to analyze the accuracy of the assay on both venous and capillary blood.
For this pilot study, a single blinded reader was used to evaluate all samples. This person was not involved in the development or commercialization of the assay. In order to best simulate actual users in the field, training involved only limited hands-on practice (~10 practice tests) prior to actual use and interpretation. Although formal training is required for many POC assays, one benefit of this assay is that it can be used widely without substantial training.

Measurement of hemoglobin concentration

For samples collected at the point-of-care, capillary blood was obtained for routine spectrophotometric hemoglobin measurement and an additional 10 μL of capillary blood was collected by an end-to-end capillary tube for the POC assay. As the reaction is sensitive to the volume of blood collected, we utilized collection tubes of specific volumes and via capillary action, exactly 10 μL of blood is wicked into the system and automatically ceases upon filling of the tube. Though at times there could be excess blood on the ends of this capillary tube, this volume is insignificant compared to the sample volume and therefore would minimally affect the result. As an additional safeguard, the person performing the test was instructed to wipe off any additional blood at the ends of the tube, if present. The Supporting Information video demonstrates the collection of 10 μL of blood using the capillary tube. After collection, the capillary was placed into a 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube, which was prefilled with 0.5 mL of the POC reagents in the United States approximately one month prior to use; the tubes were covered with aluminum foil after preparation to prevent the exposure to light, which could affect the chemical reaction. For the previously collected venous blood samples, 10 μL of blood was pipetted from the EDTA tube and added to the pre-filled Eppendorf tube.

After the blood was added to the POC reagents, the tube was inverted and mixed thoroughly. The resulting color was then evaluated after 60 sec, holding the tube against a white background using a pre-printed copy of the color scale (Fig. 1). Because the reagents and the reaction are light sensitive, results are best interpreted after 1 min. However, the color of the test result appeared stable for at least 15 min after the completion of the reaction as previously determined [9]. The color scale depicted in Fig. 1 was printed and used as a visual comparison for test interpretation. For samples with colors that appeared between designated values, the scorer estimated the hemoglobin concentration using interval scores. The color spectrum of the assay goes from red (high hemoglobin concentration) to blue (low hemoglobin concentration) with orange and green colors in between these ranges as depicted in Figure 1. For example, a sample that is not quite as orange as the 7.1 g/dL color but not quite as yellow as the 6.0 g/dL color could be scored as 6.5 g/dL. Or, if the color was orange, but not quite as bright as the 7.1 g/dL color, the result could be interpreted as 6.9 g/dL.

Figure 2 illustrates the individual steps of the visual, color-based POC assay and the Supporting Information Video depicts the entire procedure, with the process of color change to blue representing a sample with severe anemia and a hemoglobin concentration below 5 g/dL.
**Statistical analysis**

All statistical analyses were performed using Stata 13.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX) except for the power calculation, which was conducted using PROC POWER in SAS version 9.3. A $P$ value of less than 0.05 was considered significant. Pearson correlations and general linear regression models and prediction limits were used to assess associations between hemoglobin level via the color-based POC assay and the standard Sysmex hematology analyzer. The Bland-Altman method was used to calculate the mean difference in hemoglobin obtained by the POC assay and the reference Sysmex Hematology Analyzer, including the determination of the 95% limits of agreement. Pearson correlation coefficient was used for all other comparisons between the various hemoglobin measures for a single sample and also for comparisons between repeated measures of the POC assay, to assess precision of the assay and durability of the reagents, respectively. Sensitivity and specificity were calculated for the diagnosis of severe anemia using both point estimates and 95% confidence intervals using the Wilson method.

Power analysis was conducted post hoc; however, an effort was made to be more conservative than the collected data. Our hypothesis was that the two methods (POC assay and Sysmex Hematology Analyzer) would provide similar per-patient values, therefore our interest was to assess the power that our sample size of 86 subjects had to detect a clinically meaningful difference (mean absolute hemoglobin difference > 0.5 g/dL) in order to provide evidence that this hypothesis should be discarded. Further, a standard deviation of the mean difference of 1.0 g/dL (considerably higher than the observed data value) and inter-subject correlation of zero (considerably lower than the observed data value) were assumed in an effort to be conservative. Based on these assumptions a two-sided paired t-test would yield a p-value < 0.05 with 90% power. Power calculation was conducted using PROC POWER in SAS version 9.3.

**Results**

**Accuracy of the point-of-care assay**

A total of 86 independent blood samples were analyzed (40 capillary samples and 46 venous samples), comparing the visual, color-based POC assay and the reference method (Sysmex Hematology Analyzer). The average (mean ± 1 SD) hemoglobin concentration as determined by the reference method was 6.6 ± 1.3 g/dL, range 2.8–9.3 g/dL. There was a strong positive correlation between the POC hemoglobin assay and the reference values (Fig. 3A, $r=0.88$, $P<0.0001$). The mean difference between the POC assay value and the Sysmex value was 0.04 ± 0.6 g/dL and the mean absolute difference was 0.5 ± 0.4 g/dL. There were 36 samples with a POC hemoglobin value below the Sysmex value, eight with the same values, and 42 samples with a POC value greater than the Sysmex value. However, a majority of samples (54/76) were within 0.5 g/dL of the reference value and more than 90% (78/86) were within 1.0 g/dL. The correlation between the POC assay and the reference values was high for both fingerstick ($r=0.75$, $P<0.001$) and venous ($r=0.93$, $P<0.001$) blood samples. Figure 3B is a Bland-Altman plot illustrating that the correlation was consistent across the spectrum of hemoglobin values, with no bias according to the degree of anemia.
Almost all values obtained by the POC assay (84/86) fell within the 95% limits of agreement, which are indicated by the dashed lines.

**Comparison to the standard of care**

For the 40 children who received fingerstick sampling to obtain capillary blood at the point-of-care, the POC assay was compared to the values obtained by spectrophotometry, which is the standard and daily method of hemoglobin determination in the Luanda sickle cell clinic. The average (mean ± 1 SD) hemoglobin concentration for these 40 samples as determined by the reference method was 6.9 ± 1.0 g/dL, range 4.8–9.2 g/dL. The mean absolute difference between the POC assay and the Sysmex value was 0.5 ± 0.5 g/dL compared to 0.7 ± 0.6 g/dL for the spectrophotometric method. Using the Sysmex values as the reference value, the hemoglobin concentrations obtained from the POC assay demonstrated a greater correlation (r=0.75, \(P<0.001\)) to the reference hemoglobin value than the routinely used spectrophotometric method (r=0.60, \(P<0.001\)).

**Sensitivity and specificity for severe anemia**

WHO defines severe anemia as a hemoglobin concentration less than 7.0 g/dL, which is also a clinically important value, since it represents a threshold below which a blood transfusion may be required. Because the POC assay has a color representative of 7.1 g/dL (Fig. 1), this value was used as the hemoglobin concentration cutoff below which represented a clinically important degree of severe anemia. For these sensitivity and specificity analyses, hemoglobin <7.0 g/dL by Sysmex or <7.1 g/dL by the POC assay were defined as “severe anemia.” Based on the 86 reference Sysmex values, 51 patients had hemoglobin <7.0 g/dL and were designated severe anemia. For the detection of severe anemia, the POC assay had a sensitivity of 92.2% (95% Confidence Interval 80.3%–97.5%) and a specificity of 82.9% (95% Confidence Interval 65.8–92.8%). At HPDB, a hemoglobin concentration <5.0 g/dL is an indication for blood transfusion. For the detection of this degree of severe anemia, the color-based POC assay had a sensitivity of 88.9% (95% Confidence Interval 50.7%–99.4%) and a specificity of 98.7% (95% Confidence Interval 92.0–99.9%).

**Reproducibility of POC assay**

The POC assay was performed and interpreted in duplicate for 46 venous blood samples in order to evaluate the precision of the assay when measurements are independently obtained. For these experiments, the hemoglobin concentration was determined independently by the POC assay at two separate time points. The person performing the evaluation was blinded to sample number and any previous results. Samples were processed in a different order with the duplicate test and the evaluator was blinded to the first result. The average (mean ± 1 SD) hemoglobin concentration as determined by the Sysmex hematology analyzer for these samples was 6.4 ± 1.0 g/dL, range 2.8–9.3 g/dL. The results demonstrated excellent reproducibility (Fig. 4A, r=0.93, \(P<0.0001\)) with a mean difference of 20.1 ± 0.5 g/dL (mean absolute difference 0.4 ± 0.4 g/dL, range 0.0–1.5 g/dL).
**Stability of POC assay reagents**

In order to evaluate the stability of the POC assay reagents, results obtained from the assay using reagents freshly prepared within one month of analysis were compared to results obtained using a separate set of reagents that were stored for eight months in local humid and tropical conditions found in Luanda, Angola. The assay and reagents were stored on a shelf in a storage room at HPDB. The storage room was not primarily air conditioned, but attached rooms were intermittently air conditioned from Monday through Friday. Mean daily temperature in Luanda during the storage period was 25.0 ± 2.6°C and mean daily humidity was 78.6 ± 4.4% ([www.wunderground.com](http://www.wunderground.com)). The average (mean ± 1 SD) hemoglobin concentration as determined by the Sysmex hematology analyzer for these samples was 6.3 ± 1.0 g/dL, range 2.8–9.3 g/dL. The results demonstrated excellent reproducibility despite the age and storage conditions of the reagents (Fig. 4B, r=0.93, \(P<0.0001\)) with a mean difference of 0.3 ± 0.6 g/dL (mean absolute difference 0.5 ± 0.4 g/dL, range 0–1.6 g/dL).

**Discussion**

WHO estimates that nearly 80% of health-care equipment in many limited-resource countries is donated by international agencies, foreign governments, or non-governmental organizations [17]. The installation, training, day-to-day utilization, and ongoing maintenance of these expensive pieces of equipment require often-overlooked financial resources. It is thus disturbing, but not surprising, that only 10–30% of donated equipment ever becomes operational in the country where it was donated, due to lack of appropriate training of laboratory personnel, insufficient long-term technical support and maintenance plans, and expensive and difficult to acquire reagents [13]. Given these challenges, the development and implementation of inexpensive and accurate point-of-care assays are urgently needed in limited-resource settings in order to rapidly, easily, and inexpensively diagnose life-threatening conditions such as severe anemia. There have been several novel, inexpensive assays for the diagnosis of anemia recently developed [9–12], including the one described here, but none has become widely available in resource-poor locations where severe anemia is prevalent and where low-cost POC technology would have the highest impact. Although the tremendous global burden of anemia has been recently documented and described through the Global Burden of Diseases Study [1], the political and philanthropic recognition of non-infectious causes of anemia (primarily inherited hemoglobinopathies and iron deficiency) remains low.

The significant morbidity and mortality associated with severe anemia, particularly among young children and pregnant women, is a long-standing problem. The need to introduce an accurate point-of-care device to detect anemia was identified by WHO as early as 1975 [7]. The requirements for such a device were reliability as a screening test, durability, not using electricity, and easy to use by local staff. In response to this calling, WHO developed the Hemoglobin Colour Scale (HbCS) in 1995. The HbCS is an inexpensive test (approximately $0.12 per test) [18] that relies on comparing the color of a drop of blood absorbed on chromatography paper with a standard red-based color scale, which is provided on a laminated card. This scale has standard colors in increments of 2 g/dL [7,8]. Despite its
simplicity, the utility and reliability of the HbCS as a clinical tool to detect anemia has been questioned. The ability of the HbCS to detect any degree of anemia has ranged from 23–97% with a specificity of 41–98% [7,8,19]. Two studies even demonstrated that the clinical diagnosis of anemia was more reliable than the HbCS [20,21]. The benefits of the HbCS are that it is rapid, relatively easy to perform, and inexpensive, but there are a number of limitations surrounding its sensitivity and specificity. Although the HbCS may be useful as a first-line screening tool, its inaccuracy and low sensitivity limit more widespread use as a measure of hemoglobin concentration in a clinical setting.

The Hemocue® device (Hemocue AB, Angelholm, Sweden) is a portable, battery-operated, point-of-care photometer that measures the hemoglobin concentration based on a modified azide methemoglobin reaction [22]. The machine costs approximately $700 USD, and the per-test cost for the disposable cuvettes (bill of materials) is approximately $1 USD. The Hemocue system has been widely used for many population-based surveys of anemia and produces reliable results, usually within 1 g/dL of reference methods [23–25]. Although most reports are favorable, some studies have questioned the reliability of the Hemocue system particularly for capillary blood, and one report suggested that the microcuvette function may be decreased in high humidity environments [26–28]. Overall, the Hemocue system is rapid, easy-to-use, and accurate means to measure hemoglobin, but the cost of the disposable cuvettes, although less expensive than more advanced hematology analyzers, is likely still too expensive for widespread use in the clinical setting of limited-resource-poor countries. The currently described assay is one among several other recently developed POC assays [9–12] that have the potential to improve the diagnosis of severe anemia in resource-limited settings where anemia is common and life-threatening.

The pilot data described here demonstrate the accuracy and reproducibility of a novel, rapid and inexpensive point-of-care hemoglobin assay. The actual bill of materials for the test results in a cost of $0.26 USD ($0.08 for capillary tube, $0.08 reagent tube, and $0.09 for chemical reagents), but these costs represent retail costs for these supplies. With scale-up of the assay, supplies can be purchased at wholesale prices and it is estimated that the cost of this device will be less than $0.25. In addition to the low cost, the device does not require electricity, is inexpensive, rapid, and easy-to-use, fulfilling all of the requirements previously described by the WHO for such an assay. The ability of this particular assay to detect severe and clinically relevant degrees of anemia is critical, as these are the levels of anemia that will require clinical intervention. In settings where blood products are extremely limited, it is essential to accurately and rapidly determine which patients need to be transfused. We found that the POC assay was reproducible, reliable, and simple to use (Fig. 4). The hemoglobin concentrations obtained using the POC assay were accurate using either capillary or venous blood. There was a tendency toward greater accuracy using venous blood, but this should be further investigated with larger sample sizes in future studies. The assay reagents were stable for eight months in a humid environment without apparent loss of accuracy. The POC assay gave results that were accurate compared to both a Sysmex reference (Fig. 3) and the routinely used spectrophotometer. The sensitivity and specificity to detect severe and very severe anemia were better than those previously reported using the WHO color scale [7,8,19], although a side-by-side comparison will be necessary to make a more definitive comparison of these two POC assays. The initial report of this POC assay demonstrated that
it could accurately measure hemoglobin for anemia of various etiologies. This study demonstrates that the POC assay is also able to accurately determine hemoglobin concentrations in the setting of untreated sickle cell anemia (i.e. patients who have not received blood transfusions or hydroxyurea therapy), which represents a severe hemolytic anemia with significant plasma free hemoglobin. Future studies in Angola and other resource-limited settings with a high prevalence of severe anemia will further investigate the accuracy and utility of the assay for the detection of anemia due to a variety of causes (e.g. blood loss, malaria, nutritional deficiencies, etc.).

There are several limitations in this current study. First, a single person interpreted all of the POC results, which provided internal reliability with excellent intra-observer variation, but no data regarding the inter-observer validity of the assay. The “real-world” applicability of this test will require measurements with multiple different people performing and interpreting the test. Second, the color scale used for result interpretation included examples in intervals of approximately 1.0 g/dL hemoglobin (Fig. 2), which made it difficult to estimate the value to 0.1 or 0.2 g/dL precision. The earlier prototype developed to detect mild to moderate anemia had an associated smart phone application that analyzed the color automatically, which allowed more automated and precise hemoglobin determination.

One critique of the HbCS is that it is highly sensitive to lighting conditions and readout angle. Because the entire visual spectrum of colors (blue to green to orange to red) is used for the currently reported POC assay, there is less dependence on the ambient lighting as opposed to the WHO HbCS, which relies on only various shades of red. In addition, when interpreted against a white background, this test does not appear to be influenced by ambient lighting or readout angle, but as with the initially described assay, an objective electronic reading device such as a smartphone app would improve the variability and reduce the subjectivity of result interpretation. For more reliable and broad implementation of this POC assay, a more precise means by which to determine the hemoglobin concentration, such as an application software program with automatic scoring, will be necessary. The POC assay is also dependent upon specific volumes of both assay reagents and added blood. In this study and for this assay, we utilize collection tubes relying upon capillary action to allow for the accurate collection of 10 μL of capillary blood, but further studies with multiple perhaps less fastidious users will evaluate the likelihood of the effect of blood volumes that are not as precise. Finally, real-world applicability of this test will be important in future studies to determine if this assay favorably affects the timing and provision of certain health interventions for severe anemia, such as hospitalization or blood transfusion.

The results of this study are encouraging, but their meaning must be considered in the context of real-world application. The potential applicability of this assay is to quickly and accurately identify patients with severe anemia, who may need additional testing or urgent blood transfusion, particularly in areas where blood products are limited. The hemoglobin values obtained using the POC assay were mostly within 0.5 g/dL and almost always within 1.0 g/dL of the reference value, which is excellent compared to other POC assays and indicate that the assay could serve as a reliable screening test to identify clinically significant anemia. Transfusion thresholds vary, but many resource-limited settings, including Angola, recommend transfusion for patients with a hemoglobin concentration less than 5.0 g/dL. In this study, there were nine patients below this threshold (as determined by the reference...
Sysmex method) and the POC assay correctly identified eight of these nine patients. (The one that was “missed” had a POC hemoglobin value of 5.2 g/dL.) As visualized in the Supporting Information video and Fig. 1, the distinct color change to green/blue that occurs when the hemoglobin is below 5.0 g/dL is relatively easy to identify and perhaps less subjective than variations at higher concentrations of hemoglobin in the orange/red spectrum. Future studies will focus upon the utility of this assay in emergency settings and should investigate the ability of this assay to accurately identify patients with severe anemia who need more invasive testing or transfusion.

In summary, this novel, rapid and inexpensive visual, color-based POC assay designed specifically to detect more severe degrees of anemia in limited-resource settings appears to be an accurate and reproducible measure of the hemoglobin concentration. Future research using this device will focus on practical implementation, optimization of shelf-life of reagents, inter-observer variability, further evaluation of effects of environmental conditions, and evaluation of possible test interference by oxidative substances such as bacteria, antibiotics, or antimalarial. Most importantly, this assay has all of the characteristics of a POC anemia assay as recommended by WHO, and thus has the potential to be a transformational device for the quick and accurate assessment of severe anemia in limited-resource settings.

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Color spectrum of the POC assay. The previously described chemical reaction between hemoglobin, hydrogen peroxide, and 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine was augmented to identify moderate and severe anemia with a hemoglobin range of 2.5 to 9.1 g/dL.
Figure 2.
Steps of point-of-care assay. The visual, color-based assay requires 10 μL of blood, most easily collected by finger stick using an end-to-end capillary collection tube (Panel A and B). The entire 10 μL capillary tube is then placed into the 1.5mL Eppendorf tube, which is prefilled with the assay reagents (Panel C). The tube is then inverted and shaken for approximately 10 sec and the result is interpreted after 60 sec. The color changes based upon the hemoglobin concentration ranging from blue (hemoglobin ~<3 g/dL), blue/green (hemoglobin 3–5 g/dL), yellow/orange (hemoglobin ~5–7 g/dL), orange/red (hemoglobin ~7–9) to red (hemoglobin >9 g/dL). Panels D and E depict various hemoglobin concentrations across this spectrum.
Figure 3. Accuracy of POC Assay. Panel A illustrates a strong positive correlation between the POC hemoglobin assay and the reference values obtained by the Sysmex automated hematology analyzer ($r = 0.88$, $P < 0.0001$). The solid line is a regression line and the dashed line represents a perfect 1:1 correlation for comparison. Panel B shows a Bland-Altman Plot; the correlation between the hemoglobin concentration obtained by the POC assay and the reference Sysmex values are consistent across the spectrum of hemoglobin values, with no bias according to the degree of anemia. Most values obtained by the POC assay fall within the 95% limits of agreement, which are indicated by the dashed lines. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 4.
Reproducibility and Stability of the POC Assay. Panel A shows that the visual, color-based POC hemoglobin assay demonstrated excellent reproducibility when performed and interpreted in duplicate ($r=0.93, P<0.0001$) with a mean absolute difference of 0.4 g/dL (SD 0.4, range 0.0–1.5 g/dL). Panel B shows that the POC assay is stable with excellent reproducibility using reagents stored for 8 months in local conditions in comparison to reagents freshly prepared within one month of use ($r = 0.93, P < 0.0001$). The solid line is a regression line and the dashed line represents a perfect 1:1 correlation for comparison.